
By: (insert first & last name here)

z



Welcome to the zoo-What do I do?

You’ve made it to your 4th grade summer culminating math 
project! For this presentation you will be completing multiple 
mini projects based on everything you have learned this 
year. 

Here’s what you will do:

1. Read the success criteria for each math skill.                      
You will need to do this for all the different activities.

2. Watch the teacher model and videos. 
3. Complete the student activity. 
4. Solve 1-2 word problems on a 4th grade skill

**There will be 1-2, 5th grade challenge problems per skill. 
You got this, try them out & get ready for 5th grade!**

5. Complete the reflection page at the very end of the slides
6. Self assess yourself using the rubric.
7. Have fun with this! 

Try 
Me!

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tNLpulOe9qmjFIozGVEdrvGmIPd156OT


How can I show my work?
Watch the video and then Choose one of the answers  
→ I will show my work for each question by ____

A. Using my notebook at home, then sending the picture on google slides
B. Typing out my answer VERY detailed and with equations
C. Using http://sketchpad.pro/ and adding my link to the google slides 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1_daWnztSo10n6YM0s5nTX9F572qLY5ft/preview
http://sketchpad.pro/


Click on the 
cool math 
tools to 

practice!!!

https://toytheater.com/fraction-strips/
https://toytheater.com/geoboard/
http://www.didax.com/apps/pattern-blocks/
http://www.didax.com/apps/unifix/
https://toytheater.com/clock/
http://www.didax.com/apps/math-balance/
http://www.didax.com/apps/dice/
https://toytheater.com/bear-counters/
https://toytheater.com/base-ten-blocks/
https://toytheater.com/rekenrek-ten-rows/
https://toytheater.com/abacus/
http://www.didax.com/apps/place-value/
https://toytheater.com/fraction-circles/
https://toytheater.com/place-value-cards/
https://toytheater.com/two-color-counter-whiteboard/
https://toytheater.com/classroom-timer/
https://toytheater.com/120-chart/
http://www.didax.com/apps/ten-frame/
http://www.didax.com/apps/color-tiles/
https://toytheater.com/math-flash-cards/
https://toytheater.com/play-money-united-states/


Rubric
Criteria Level 4 Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 

Completeness I completed all 
(35-40) questions 
of the project. 

I completed most of 
the questions (34-21) 
of the project.

I completed some of 
the questions 
(10-20)of the project.

I only completed a few 
of the questions 
(0-9) of the project. 

Accuracy (35-40) of my 
answers I showed 
my work for and 
are correct.
I may have used 
inverse operation 
to check my work.

I have about 5 
mistakes with the 
computation 
(adding, subtracting, 
multiplying, dividing) 
but I understood the 
skills,

I have about 10 
mistakes with the 
computation (adding, 
subtracting, 
multiplying, dividing) 
and I struggled with 
the skills.

I have more than 10 
mistakes and I did not 
understand most of 
the skills.

Mathematical 
Reasoning 

My explanation 
shows complete 
understanding of 
the mathematical 
concepts used to 
solve the 
problems. 

My explanation 
shows substantial 
understanding of 
mathematical 
concepts used to 
solve problems. 

My explanation shows 
some understanding 
of the mathematical 
concepts needed to 
solve the problems. 

My explanation shows 
very limited 
understanding of the 
underlying concepts 
needed to solve the 
problem or is not 
written. 

5th Grade 
Skills 

I was able to use 
the anchor charts 
given, show my 
work and 
accurately answer 
ALL 6 Fifth grade 
questions.

I was able to use the 
anchor charts given, 
show my work and 
accurately answer 
(4-5) Fifth grade 
questions.

I was able to use the 
anchor charts given, 
show my work and 
accurately answer 
(2-3) Fifth grade 
questions.

I was able to use the 
anchor charts given, 
show my work and 
accurately answer 1  
Fifth grade question.



 Success Criteria:

- I can use a table to help me find the 
answer to a word problem.
- I can choose the correct operation to help 
me solve the problem.
- I can use the SOLVE strategy to solve 
multi-step problems.
- I can use the inverse operation to check 
my work.

LT: I can solve multi-step problems using the SOLVE strategy.4.OA.A.3



Use the menu on the left to answer the following questions: 

          EX: Alex buys a t-shirt for himself, and     
wants to buy either a giraffe or zebra.
He has $40. How much money will he have left? 
As he is walking out of the gift shop, he sees the 
Zoo Super Pack. Does he have enough money 
left to buy it?
    

Zoo Menu

● Zoo Pencils (Pack of 
10) $2

● Zoo erasers (Pack of 5) 
$2

● Zoo cup $3
● Plush Lion or Tiger $4
● Plush Zebra, Giraffe, or 

Monkey $6
● Zoo Super Pack 

Includes choice of 1
● Plush animal, 5 pencils, 

5 erasers, and a map of 
the zoo $8

● T-shirts (boys and girls) 
$15

● T-shirts (adults) $20

4.OA.A.3  LT: I can solve multi-step problems using the SOLVE strategy.

Different ways you can show your work:
1. Type your answer here in this box 
2. Show your work on paper, take a picture and upload it to your google slide 
3. Use http://sketchpad.pro/ to show your work and attach the link.

http://sketchpad.pro/


Use the menu on the left to answer the following questions: 

          1) Alex buys a t-shirt for himself, and     
wants to buy either a giraffe or zebra plush.
He has $40. How much money will he have left? 
As he is walking out of the gift shop, he sees the 
Zoo Super Pack. Does he have enough money 
left to buy it?
    

Zoo Menu

● Zoo Pencils (Pack of 
10) $2

● Zoo erasers (Pack of 5) 
$2

● Zoo cup $3
● Plush Lion or Tiger $4
● Plush Zebra, Giraffe, or 

Monkey $6
● Zoo Super Pack 

Includes choice of 1
Plush animal, 5 pencils, 
5 erasers, and a map of 
the zoo $8

● T-shirts (boys and girls) 
$15

● T-shirts (adults) $20

4.OA.A.3  LT: I can solve multi-step problems using the SOLVE strategy.

Different ways you can show your work:
1. Type your answer here in this box 
2. Show your work on paper, take a picture and upload it to your google slide 
3. Use http://sketchpad.pro/ to show your work and attach the link.

http://sketchpad.pro/
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1wNHg42AaPL_4E3VuV7YR9O_6YtrEjyc-/preview


Use the menu on the left to answer the following questions: 

          2) Justin bought a t-shirt for himself, his 
brother and his little sister. Carmen
bought a t-shirt for herself, and her mom. How 
much more money did Justin spend?
    

Zoo Menu

● Zoo Pencils (Pack of 
10) $2

● Zoo erasers (Pack of 5) 
$2

● Zoo cup $3
● Plush Lion or Tiger $4
● Plush Zebra, Giraffe, or 

Monkey $6
● Zoo Super Pack 

Includes choice of 1
Plush animal, 5 pencils, 
5 erasers, and a map of 
the zoo $8

● T-shirts (boys and girls) 
$15

● T-shirts (adults) $20

4.OA.A.3  LT: I can solve multi-step problems using the SOLVE strategy.

Different ways you can show your work:
1. Type your answer here in this box 
2. Show your work on paper, take a picture and upload it to your google slide 
3. Use http://sketchpad.pro/ to show your work and attach the link.

http://sketchpad.pro/


Use the menu on the left to answer the following questions: 

          3) Mrs. Doyle wants to get every student a 
pencil and eraser to commemorate their time at 
the zoo. There are 20 students.
● How many packs of pencils will she need to 

buy?
● How many packs of erasers will she need to 

buy? 
● How many erasers and pencils will she have 

remaining after she gives each student one?
    

Zoo Menu

● Zoo Pencils (Pack of 
10) $2

● Zoo erasers (Pack of 5) 
$2

● Zoo cup $3
● Plush Lion or Tiger $4
● Plush Zebra, Giraffe, or 

Monkey $6
● Zoo Super Pack 

Includes choice of 1
Plush animal, 5 pencils, 
5 erasers, and a map of 
the zoo $8

● T-shirts (boys and girls) 
$15

● T-shirts (adults) $20

4.OA.A.3  LT: I can solve multi-step problems using the SOLVE strategy.

Different ways you can show your work:
1. Type your answer here in this box 
2. Show your work on paper, take a picture and upload it to your google slide 
3. Use http://sketchpad.pro/ to show your work and attach the link.

http://sketchpad.pro/


Use the menu on the left to answer the following questions: 

          4) There are 20 children. If each child 
bought a t-shirt, how much would it cost? 
There are 8 adults. If each adult  bought a t-shirt, 
how much would it cost? 
What is the difference in cost if everyone bought 
a t-shirt?
    

Zoo Menu

● Zoo Pencils (Pack of 
10) $2

● Zoo erasers (Pack of 5) 
$2

● Zoo cup $3
● Plush Lion or Tiger $4
● Plush Zebra, Giraffe, or 

Monkey $6
● Zoo Super Pack 

Includes choice of 1
Plush animal, 5 pencils, 
5 erasers, and a map of 
the zoo $8

● T-shirts (boys and girls) 
$15

● T-shirts (adults) $20

4.OA.A.3  LT: I can solve multi-step problems using the SOLVE strategy.

Different ways you can show your work:
1. Type your answer here in this box 
2. Show your work on paper, take a picture and upload it to your google slide 
3. Use http://sketchpad.pro/ to show your work and attach the link.

http://sketchpad.pro/


4.OA.A.3 LT: I can solve multi-step problems using the SOLVE strategy.

Extra Resource: 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1WEYyt-W1fbQb5xOe_LZ57PYrhY8hSEBE/preview
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tk0Q37GDmJ8


Success Criteria:
- I can read a word problem
- I can underline key words 
in the word problem to help 
me determine the strategy I 
use to solve it.
- I can find the sum in a 
word problem.
- I can find the difference in 
a word problem.

LT: I can find the sum and difference in multi-step word problems. 4.NBT.B.4 



LT: I can find the sum and difference in multi-step word problems. 4.NBT.B.4 

Extra Resources: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoufCsWLLsQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xe7rP0DyQd4
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1zotgKOuGB_qeq1YfQPwiETpiBkTyMRiP/preview


Answer the following questions after 
finishing the work on the left. 

5. How many children visited the 
zoo on Monday?

6. How many more adults visited on 
Monday than on Tuesday?

7. What is the difference between 
the adults and children that 
attended on Wednesday?

4.NBT.B.4 LT: I can find the sum and difference in multi-step 

One week at the zoo:
On Monday there were 2,074 visitors to the zoo. 1,036 of 
them were adults.

On Tuesday there were 2,028 visitors to the zoo. 1,200 of 
them were children.
How many adults visited on Tuesday? 

On Wednesday, it rained. There were only 567 visitors to 
the zoo. 310 of them were children. 

On Thursday the actual number of people that visited the 
zoo was 2,294. 1,436 of them were adults. 

On Friday the actual number of people that visited the zoo 
was 2,584. 1,543 were children. 

On Saturday the actual number of people that visited the 
zoo was 3,546. 2,966
were adults. 

Answer box:

5. 

6.

7.



Answer the following 
questions after finishing the 
work on the left. 

8. How many children were 
there?
9. Were there more or less 
adults? 
10. How many adults were 
there?
11 .How many children visited 
the zoo that day?

4.NBT.B.4 LT: I can find the sum and difference in multi-step 

One week at the zoo:
On Monday there were 2,074 visitors to the zoo. 1,036 of 
them were adults.

On Tuesday there were 2,028 visitors to the zoo. 1,200 of 
them were children.
How many adults visited on Tuesday? 

On Wednesday, it rained. There were only 567 visitors to 
the zoo. 310 of them were children. 

On Thursday the actual number of people that visited the 
zoo was 2,294. 1,436 of them were adults. 

On Friday the actual number of people that visited the zoo 
was 2,584. 1,543 were children. 

On Saturday the actual number of people that visited the 
zoo was 3,546. 2,966
were adults. 

Answer box:

8.
9.
10.
11.



4.NBT.B.4 LT: I can LT: I can find the sum and difference in multi-step word problems. 

Adam, Clara, and Deena waited in line for 
the monkey exhibit.

● Adam spent 2 times as 
many minutes waiting as 
Clara.

● Clara spent 30 more 
minutes waiting than Deena.

● Deena spent 45 minutes 
waiting.

13. What is the total number of minutes 
that Adam, Clara, and Deena spent waiting 
for the monkey exhibit?

12. There are 2,475 fish in total in 
the aquarium exhibit. 592 fish are 
being moved to the saltwater exhibit 
and 137 fish are being moved to the 
freshwater exhibit. How many fish 
are left?

Answer box:

Answer box:



5.NBT.7

Try your best using your prior knowledge to solve this 
challenging problem!

14. Rosalva went to the zoo 4 days this week. She 
walked a certain distance each day shown in the table 
below.

What is the difference in kilometers between how far 
she walked Monday and Tuesday compared to how far 
she walked on Wednesday and Thursday?

LT: I can find the sum and difference in multi-step word problems. 

Answer box:



5.NBT.A.7 LT: I can LT: I can find the sum and difference in multi-step word problems. 

Try your best using your prior knowledge to 
solve this challenging problem!

15. The toucans drink the 1 pitcher of 
fruit punch each day:

Fruit Punch Recipe

● 1.25 Liters orange juice
● 2.5 Liters cranberry juice
● 1 Liter water

The zoo keeper will make 3 pitchers of 
fruit punch for the next few days. Use 
the recipe above to solve the question. 
What is the total amount of fruit punch, 
in liters, that the zoo keeper will make?

Answer box:



4.MDA.3

Success Criteria:

- I can name my zoo
- I can identify an entrance and an exit
- I can design 10 to 12 animal exhibits that 
include at least one monkey exhibit, at least one 
four legged zoo animal exhibit, and at least 1 
exhibit for birds
- I can design 3 to 4 food vendors
- I can identify a space for bathrooms (1 for boys, 
1 for girls)
- I can label every exhibit entrance, exit, food 
vendor and bathrooms
- I can find the area and perimeter for each 
exhibit

LT: I can identify the area and perimeter of each exhibit at my zoo. 



4.MDA.3 LT: I can identify the area and perimeter of each exhibit at my zoo. 

Extra Resource:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LoaBd-sPzkU
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1PNullc1HHTCgcfkT5dqMshxTcNFPi_yC/preview


16) Use the example on the right to create your own 
zoo on the following slide!
● Make sure you have:

○ 10 exhibits 
(5 using irregular shapes & 5 using regular shapes)

○ 3 food vendors
○ 2 Bathrooms
○ 1 Entrance and 1 exit
○ Create each space then find the area and 

perimeter for each exhibit
○ Don’t forget your labels!

LT: I can identify the area and perimeter 
of each exhibit at my zoo. 

4.MDA.3

Examples of Irregular shapes



Birds

Reptiles

Fish Elephants

Girls 
Bathroom

Boys 
Bathroom

Hot 
Dogs

Ice 
Cream

Pretzels

Exit

Entrance

Butterflies

Monkeys

Polar Bears

Giraffes Hippopotamus

Tiger

Area:
Birds: 6
Reptiles: 9
Fish: 6
Elephants: 15
Monkeys: 6
Giraffes: 11
Polar Bears: 12
Hippopotamus: 10
Butterflies: 10
Tiger: 10
Hot Dogs: 4
Ice Cream:4
Pretzels:4
Exit: 3
Entrance:3
Girls Bathroom:2
Boys Bathroom:2 

Perimeter: 
Birds: 10
Reptiles: 14
Fish: 10
Elephants: 16
Monkeys: 10
Giraffes: 18
Polar Bears: 18
Hippopotamus: 14
Butterflies: 16
Tiger: 16
Hot Dogs: 8
Ice Cream: 8
Pretzels: 8
Exit: 8
Entrance: 8
Girls Bathroom: 6
Boys Bathroom: 6

Teacher Example



Area = L x W Perimeter = L + W + L +W 

Area:
Birds: 6
Reptiles: 9
Fish: 6
Elephants: 15
Monkeys: 6
Giraffes: 11
Polar Bears: 12
Hippopotamus: 10
Butterflies: 10
Tiger: 10
Hot Dogs: 4
Ice Cream:4
Pretzels:4
Exit: 3
Entrance:3
Girls Bathroom:2
Boys Bathroom:2 

Perimeter: 
Birds: 10
Reptiles: 14
Fish: 10
Elephants: 16
Monkeys: 10
Giraffes: 18
Polar Bears: 18
Hippopotamus: 14
Butterflies: 16
Tiger: 16
Hot Dogs: 8
Ice Cream: 8
Pretzels: 8
Exit: 8
Entrance: 8
Girls Bathroom: 6
Boys Bathroom: 6

Zoo Map Key Teacher Example 



Area: Perimeter:



4.MDA.3 LT: I can identify the area and perimeter of each exhibit at my zoo. 

17) There are two elephant exhibits at the zoo. The size of the 
first exhibit is shown below.

The second exhibit has the same area as the first but has a 
different perimeter. What are the measurements of the side 
lengths of the second exhibit?

Answer box:



5.MD.C/ 
5.MD.C.4

18) Try your best using your prior knowledge 
to solve this challenging problem!

The dolphins swim in the exhibit below. 

What is the total volume in square feet of the dolphin 
exhibit?

LT: I can identify the area and perimeter of each exhibit at my zoo. 

Answer box:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gIFR36JiKtI&t=49
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gIFR36JiKtI&t=49


Success Criteria:
- I can read an article.
- I can choose a multiplication strategy to 
find the product in a word problem.
- I can use long division to find the quotient 
in a word problem.
- I can check my work using the inverse 
operation.

LT: I can use multiplication and division to solve word problems.  4.NBT.B.5   
4.NBT.B.6



LT: I can use multiplication and division to solve word problems.  4.NBT.B.5   
4.NBT.B.6



LT: I can use multiplication and division to solve word problems.  4.NBT.B.5   
4.NBT.B.6

Extra resource:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHb-tA4mgWA
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1lLdLylGNwhGgxHmUq7nvaO2h0BAI21lq/preview


20. The Spooktacular attracts 4,000 people and each ticket is $9 for adults
and $4 for kids. 

a. How much money would the zoo make if only the kids came to 
the event? 

b. How much money would the zoo make if only the adults came 
to the event? 

c. How much money would the zoo make if 1/2 of the people 
were adults and the other half were kids?

4.NBT.B.5/ 4.NBT.B.6  LT: I can use multiplication and division to solve word problems. 

Answer Box:

19.How many people does the 
Spooktacular attract?

Answer Box:



4.NBT.B.5   
4.NBT.B.6

21) The giraffes eat 
the leaves from the 
tops of the trees. The 
height of each giraffe 
is 8 feet. The height of 
the tree is 3 times the 
height of the giraffe. 
Solve to find the 
height of the tree.  

LT: I can use multiplication and division to solve word problems.  

22) The workers at the botanical 
garden exhibit are putting 1,323 
flowers into vases for a party. 
Each vase must hold exactly 8 
flowers. What is the total number 
of vases the workers can fill 
completely? 

Answer Box:
Answer Box:



5.NBT.5 

Try your best with this challenge problem!

23) Sixteen students went on a field trip to the 
zoo. The price for each student includes their 
ticket, meals and transportation. This will cost 
$105 per student.

How much will the total cost for all 16 
students to go on the trip?

LT: I can use multiplication and division to solve  word problems.  
 

Answer Box:



Click on the videos below (color coded) for 
extra help with division of whole numbers. 

1. Partial Quotients
2. Standard Algorithm (Long Division)

5.NBT.6 LT: I can use multiplication and division to solve  word problems.  
 

Try your best with this challenge problem!

24) There are 6,422 ants on display living in 26 
separate ant farms. If the same number of ants are in 
each farm, how many ants are living in each farm?

Answer Box:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OYilodqVddA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OYilodqVddA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOsIVL7snsA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOsIVL7snsA


LT: I can add, subtract, and multiply using fractions.  4.NF.B.3.A 
4.NF.B.4 
4.NF.A.2 

I can put the whole number over one

I can multiply the numerators & denominator across

Success Criteria

I can draw the same length of a fraction and 
partition it equally to compare fractions.

I can create a common denominator and 
cross multiply to compare numbers using the 
butterfly method.



LT: I can add, subtract, and multiply using fractions.  4.NF.B.3.A 
4.NF.B.4 
4.NF.A.2 

● I can add the numerators 
across and write the sum as 
the NEW numerator

● I can KEEP the denominator 
the same when adding like 
denominators (when they have 
the SAME denominator) 

● I can subtract the numerators 
across and write the difference 
as the NEW numerator

● I can KEEP the denominator 
the same when subtracting 
like denominators (when they 
have the SAME denominator) 

Success Criteria



4.NF.B.3.A 
4.NF.B.4 
4.NF.A.2 

LT: I can add, subtract, and multiply using fractions.  

Extra resource:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N551xvWyMVk
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1K1QncjTLQaGnhS-hw_JuwI1HTp5FjxOl/preview


My Zoo Menu 
Dividing Dolphins Cafe Menu

Beverages include: apple juice, 
fruit punch and lemonade.

½ cup:  $1
2/2 cup: $2

Sandwiches:
½ turkey and cheese  $3
2/2 turkey and cheese $5
½ peanut butter and jelly $2
2/2 peanut butter and jelly $3

Salads:
¼ caesar salad bowl $2
¾ garden salad bowl $4

Sides:
½ bag of chips $1
¼ fruit cup $1
⅓ cup of applesauce $1

4.NF.B.3.A 
4.NF.B.4 
4.NF.A.2 

LT: I can add, subtract, and multiply using fractions.  

Use your menu to answer the following questions: 

25) Would you prefer to get ½ of sandwich of turkey 
and cheese or ¾ of salad bowl? Why?

26) Marie purchased both the caesar salad and the 
garden salad and spent a total of $6. How much salad 
did she get for $6? If she gives her daughter the 
garden salad, how much salad would Marie have left?

27) Nicholas purchased 3 orders of the ¼ of fruit 
(fruit cup) . How much fruit did he get? How much 
did he spend?

Answer Box:



4.NF.B.3.A 
4.NF.B.4 
4.NF.A.2 

28) The shaded part of the model below 
represents the fraction of the lawn mowed in 
the zebra enclosure. 

The lion enclosure is the same size as the 
zebra enclosure. The lion enclosure has 2 
times the amount mowed as the zebra. What 
fraction of the lion exhibit’s lawn is mowed?

LT: I can add, subtract, and multiply using fractions.  

Answer Box:



5.NFA.1 & 5.NFA.2

Try your best with this challenge problem!

29) There are three colored enclosures in the 
zoo for the rhinoceroses. The red enclosure 
is ⅓ miles long. The green enclosure is ⅙  
miles long. The orange enclosure is ½ miles 
long. What is the total distance of the three 
enclosures?

LT: I can add, subtract, and multiply using fractions.  

Answer Box:



Success Criteria:
- I can identify a 
fraction in a word 
problem.
- I can convert that 
fraction to a decimal

LT: I can convert a fraction to a decimal in a word problem.4.NF.C. 6



LT: I can convert a fraction to a decimal in a word problem.4.NF.C. 6

Extra Resource:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBLhyzzQFYw
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1QZnk9D8QCy4qP-6ppj-LiIUBIBzVQr8K/preview


    30) There were 10 monkeys at the zoo. 8 of them were sitting up 
in the trees. How many of them were NOT sitting in the trees?
Write your answer as a fraction and a decimal.

31) There were 100 butterflies at the conservatory. We saw 45 
of them. How many of them didn’t we see? Write your answer 
as a fraction and a decimal.

4.NF.C. 6 LT: I can convert a fraction to a decimal in a word problem.

Answer Box:

Answer Box:



32) There were 10 different reptiles at the reptile wing. 5 of them 
were snakes. How many of the reptiles at the reptile wing were 
not snakes? Write your answer as a fraction and a decimal.

33) There were 100 birds at the zoo. 63 of them were the same 
species. How many birds were from different species? Write 
your answer as a fraction and a decimal.

4.NF.C. 6 LT: I can convert a fraction to a decimal in a word problem.

Answer Box:

Answer Box:



4.NF.C. 6

34) Sophie buys her mother a hot dog and 
drink from the concession stand at the zoo 
for $12.95. She bought her brother a pretzel 
for $2.76. If she has $7.83 left, how much 
did she start with?

LT: I can convert a fraction to a decimal in a word problem.

I can solve decimal word problems using what I know about tenths, 
hundredths, and thousandths. 

Answer Box:



5.NBT.A.3.B

Try your best with this challenge problem!

35) Rearrange the length of the snakes below so that they are listed in 
numerical order from least to greatest. 

34.039    32.94     34.198    32.102    33.6

LT:  I can solve decimal word problems using what I know about tenths, 
hundredths, and thousandths. 

Answer Box:

_________    _________     __________      ________     _________
Least  Greatest



Reflection

Congratulations, you’ve completed your Building a Zoo Project! Awesome 
job! Please answer a few questions about your experience!

36) What part of building a zoo did you find the most challenging?

37) What did you learn about building a zoo that you didn’t know before 
starting this project?

38) Which part of building a zoo did you have the most fun with?

Answer Box:

Answer Box:

Answer Box:



Rubric
Criteria Level 4 Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 

Completeness I completed all 
(35-40) questions of 
the project. 

I completed most of 
the questions (34-21) 
of the project.

I completed some of 
the questions 
(10-20)of the project.

I only completed a few of 
the questions 
(0-9) of the project. 

Accuracy (35-40) of my 
answers I showed 
my work for and are 
correct.
I may have used 
inverse operation to 
check my work.

I have about 5 
mistakes with the 
computation (adding, 
subtracting, 
multiplying, dividing) 
but I understood the 
skills.

I have about 10 
mistakes with the 
computation (adding, 
subtracting, 
multiplying, dividing) 
and I struggled with 
the skills.

I have more than 10 
mistakes and I did not 
understand most of the 
skills.

Mathematical 
Reasoning 

My explanation 
shows complete 
understanding of 
the mathematical 
concepts used to 
solve the problems. 

My explanation shows 
substantial 
understanding of 
mathematical 
concepts used to 
solve problems. 

My explanation shows 
some understanding 
of the mathematical 
concepts needed to 
solve the problems. 

My explanation shows 
very limited 
understanding of the 
underlying concepts 
needed to solve the 
problem or is not written. 

5th Grade Skills I was able to use the 
anchor charts given, 
show my work and 
accurately answer 
ALL 6 Fifth grade 
questions.

I was able to use the 
anchor charts given, 
show my work and 
accurately answer 
(4-5) Fifth grade 
questions.

I was able to use the 
anchor charts given, 
show my work and 
accurately answer 
(2-3) Fifth grade 
questions.

I was able to use the 
anchor charts given, 
show my work and 
accurately answer 1  
Fifth grade question.

39) Using the rubric, grade yourself 
honestly on how you did this Summer? 

40) Explain what you could have done 
to get a better grade?

Answer 39 here Answer 40 here





--> This should be completed by the FIRST 
day of school: around September 1st  

----> When you find out your teacher for 
next year you will be clicking the SHARE 
button at the top right corner and typing 
their e-mail.

Step 1

Step 3
Step 2


